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Abstract
Like any software artifacts, metamodels are evolving entities that constantly change over time for different reasons. Chang-
ing metamodels by keeping them consistent with other existing artifacts is an error-prone and tedious activity without the
availability of automated support. In this paper, we foster the adoption of metamodel refactorings collected in a curated
catalog. The Edelta framework is proposed as an operative environment to provide modelers with constructs for specifying
basic refactorings and evolution operators, to define a complete metamodel refactoring catalog. The proposed environment
has been used to implement the metamodel refactorings available in the literature and make them executable. A detailed
discussion on how modelers can use and contribute to the definition of the catalog is also given.
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1 Introduction

Refactoring is “the process of changing a software system
in such a way that it does not alter the external behavior of
the code yet improves its internal structure” [1]. Refactoring,
in general, can be defined as a disciplined way to clean up
codewith the intent ofminimizing the chances of introducing
bugs [2]. “Improving the design after it has been written”
is the definition Fowler gives to a code refactoring [3]. In
fact, refactoring is the opposite of the good practice where
we design and then produce the code. With refactoring, bad
design can be improved and transformed into well-designed
code.

Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) shifts the focus from
coding to modeling. Models are artifacts defined at a higher
level of abstraction, offering advantages in terms of pro-
ductivity and quality over the entire development life-cycle.
Domain-Specific Modeling Languages (DSMLs) formalize
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the system structure, behavior, and requirements within par-
ticular application domains. DSMLs are described using
metamodels, which define the relationships among concepts
and constraints. Like other software artifacts, metamodels
are living entities that constantly change and evolve over
time [4,5] for different reasons [6], as, for instance, when
new insights about the domain emerge and require to be
consistently reflected in the metamodel formalization, or for
improving the quality of it. Indeed, as for code bad structure,
metamodels can also be designed with issues discovered in a
future development stage. Therefore, whenever a metamodel
changes, all the corresponding entities must be accordingly
adapted in order to remain valid [7]. The modeler might
adapt the corrupted artifacts by inspecting them, detecting the
needed refactorings according to the applied corresponding
metamodel changes, and applying them manually. However,
this process is based on individual skills and specific cases
of complexity of the artifact. Moreover, it is an error-prone
activity, resulting tedious without automated support [8].

One of the activities enabling the automated manage-
ment of metamodel evolutions is their specification [9]. The
work in [10] is the first attempt at classifying metamodel
changes, grouping them into sub-groups of renamings, dele-
tions, additions, movements, association changes, and type
changes. However, during the last years, we discovered that
metamodel changes could be classified in a more structured
way as code refactorings. The need for a formalized meta-
model refactorings catalog is highlighted by the mentions
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in the literature of metamodel changes, also occurring in
real case scenarios, without any form of standardization, as
Fowler instead does [3]. Moreover, metamodel refactoring
operations can be simple or complex, by aggregating and
composing them.

In this paper, we use the term “refactoring” by slightly
abusing the definition to include semantic-preserving meta-
model changes, even if, in some cases, this may depend on
the domain-specific concepts we are evolving. For instance,
merging two metaclass properties may preserve or not the
semantic meaning of those properties or can be the result of
an intentional change applied to the metamodel, as struc-
tural changes. Many papers in the literature implicitly or
explicitly refer to metamodel refactoring operations, in some
cases also by naming them. These works tend to use differ-
ent representations for metamodel changes, from state-based
to operation-based and different technical spaces. Analyzing
the literature, we discovered that most of these works define
their catalog of changes, some of them referring to other
approaches.

In September 2011, we began to collect metamodel
refactoring patterns on a website, available at
www.metamodelrefactoring.org. This website collects refac-
toring patterns, the formal definition, and the diagrams of an
exemplary metamodel before and after the subject refactor-
ing. This website was intended for internal and student use,
but it demonstrated that having an organized catalog would
ease the work of relating to an existing pattern of refactoring
for metamodels in a more structured and standardized way.
Over the last few years, many works cited the metamodel
refactoring catalog website, e.g., [11–27]. Even if the web-
site is not a scientific publication, it received a lot of attention.
This motivated us particularly about the need of improving
the way the catalog is defined, organized, and how the com-
munity can contribute with adding new content.

This paper presents our recipe to build a metamodel refac-
toring catalog.We use Edelta [21], a framework that provides
modelers with constructs for specifying basic refactorings
and evolution operations, to define a complete metamodel
refactoring catalog. We have implemented the catalog for-
mally presented in [28]making it executablewith a dedicated
framework.We also show how amodeler can use the catalog,
contributewith her definitions, and productivelymaintain the
catalog.
Structure of the paper Section 2 introduces the background
and motivates the need for building a catalog of metamodel
refactorings. In Sect. 3, we show our recipe for building a cat-
alog of metamodel refactorings, which we show in detail in
Sect. 4. Section 5 describes how it is possible to contribute to
the catalogue by relying on the proposed technology. Finally,
we draw the conclusions and future works in Sect. 6.

2 Background andmotivation

Refactoring is a well-known technique for restructuring an
existing body of code, changing properly its internal struc-
ture without changing its external behavior [3]. In modeling,
refactoring can be seen as “a perfective evolution of mod-
els and in particular domain models” [29]. In metamodeling
languages, refactoring operations can be operated for dif-
ferent purposes, e.g., for introducing new requirements or
refining existing ones. By exploring the topic of metamodel
refactoring in the literature, we noticed that metamodels are
subject tomany changes during their life-cycle [30].We have
conducted a literature review on the topic with the aim of
answering the following research questions:

– RQ1:What is the relevance of the metamodel refactoring
topic in the modeling community?

– RQ2: What are the intents of metamodel refactorings?

To this end, we defined the following search string used
to query Google Scholar:

“Metamodel and (intitle:refactoring or evolution) and
MDE”

The query returned 297 results, subsequently filtered
employing inclusion and exclusion criteria. In particular, the
inclusion criteria we applied are:

I1: The work is included if at least a concrete metamodel
refactoring/evolution operator is defined in the paper
under analysis;

I2: Thework defines ametamodel refactoringwith a “name”
identifying the operator’s goal, e.g., merge attributes,
rename class.

The considered exclusion criteria are:

E1: The paper is excluded if the refactoring is not applied
at the metamodeling level;

E2: The paper is excluded if an example of application is
not reported in the paper;

E3: The paper is excluded if it is not written in English;

Table 1 shows the papers that have been obtained after
the application of the inclusion and exclusion criteria on
the initial 297 works retrieved by querying Google Scholar.
The table characterizes the obtained 16 papers concerning:
(i) the way metamodel change operators are specified (i.e.,
operation-based, state-based, or implicitly described in the
text); (ii) the intent of the discussed metamodel change
operators, i.e., for improving the quality of the analyzed
metamodels, for supporting coupled evolution scenarios, to
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Table 1 Collected works Specification Intent Reuse method Catalog size

[28] – Co-evolution – 60

[22] Operation-based Quality enhancement Repository 5

[32] State-based Co-evolution – 10

[33] State-based Co-evolution – 10

[34] State-based Co-evolution – 7

[35] State-based Co-evolution – 10

[36] Operation-based Detection – 26

[37] State-based Co-evolution Transformation rules 3

[38] State-based Co-evolution - 15

[39] Operation-based Refactoring Transformation rules 5

[40] Implicit Co-evolution – 1

[41] State-based Co-evolution – 3

[42] Operation-based Co-evolution – 2

[43] State-based Co-evolution – 17

[44] Operation-based Refactoring Documentation 17

[45] State-based Quality enhancement Repository 5

detect metamodel evolution, or in general to refactor the
metamodels at hand; (iii) the provided means (if any) to
enable the reuse of available metamodel change operators;
(iv) the size of the presented catalog of metamodel change
operators.

Most of the analyzed works treating metamodel refac-
torings are for quality enhancement or coupled evolution.
This is highlighted from the column “Intent” of Table 1,
where we have classified the papers into three categories,
i.e., coupled evolution, quality enhancement, and refactor-
ing. The first category proposes approaches for restoring the
corrupted relation between the evolving metamodel and arti-
facts defined on top of it. The second category is improving
the quality of the subject metamodel by using refactoring
techniques, e.g., to solve emerging bad smells. Finally, the
third category includes approaches to deal with the evolu-
tion/refactoring of the subject metamodel.

Concerning the specification of metamodel refactorings,
we identified three kinds of approaches, i.e., state-based,
operation-based, and implicit. State-based approaches store
the states of a given metamodel and thus need to derive
the changes by comparing two “states,” i.e., two versions
of the same metamodel. Operation-based approaches are a
particular class of change-based approaches representing the
changes as transformation operations [31]. These operations
are applied to the initial metamodel to get the refactored ver-
sion. Finally, implicit representations are not concretized in
any technical space but computed following an algorithm
specification at runtime.

Interestingly, in [28] the authors present a catalog of
operators targeting as intent the coupled evolution of mod-
els/metamodels problem. It is the first work giving a catalog
of reusable coupled operators covering metamodel evolu-

tion and model migration. This presented catalog consists of
nearly 60 operators, which are properly detailed even though
no supporting implementation is available. The notation used
to describe the refactorings is textual and needs to be fol-
lowed to implement it in specific technical spaces. However,
the reuse method is unavailable since it is a well-documented
catalog without any implemented tool for application, exe-
cution, and reuse of refactoring operators.

Bettini et al. [22] uses the Edelta language for specifying
metamodel evolutionpatterns to identify bad smells and solve
them through refactoring operators. The paper proposes a
catalog of defined refactoring using the presented DSL, and
the intent was the quality improvement of metamodels as
[45].

The paper in [32] supports a state-based representation of
refactoring operators that are specified through formal speci-
fication rules defining co-evolution scenarios.However, there
is no specific reuse mechanism since the approach does not
seem to be implemented.

Di Ruscio et al. [33,35] express metamodel refactorings
via a state-based representation, which is automatically cal-
culated by comparing two versions of the same metamodel.
In particular, the intent is to use the proposed state-based rep-
resentation to guide the coupled evolution of corrupted GMF
models [33], and the definition of textual concrete syntaxes
[35]. Since the metamodel changes are calculated based on a
defined algorithm for model differencing, there is no specific
collection method. For this reason, reuse is not supported
since the refactoring specification is domain-specific and not
metamodel-independent.

Basciani et al. [34] use a state-based representation of the
metamodel changes to guide the co-evolution of multiple
types of artifacts.
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The approach presented in [36] reconstructs complex
metamodel changes based on a algorithm-encoded patterns
on the two versions of metamodels. The intent of this work
is then detection resolution of metamodel changes, and it is
based on trace analysis and then, classified operation-based.

Garces et al. [37] use weaving models for co-evolving
transformations w.r.t. metamodel changes. Also, in this case,
refactorings applied to metamodels are represented with a
state-based approach, and reuse is partially supported since
transformation rules are used to apply metamodel refactor-
ings,which canbe reused and adaptedbyother users.Another
work with the same intent, i.e., co-evolution, is reported in
[38], where a state-based representation is computed based
on the similarity between two metamodels.

Quality is the intent of the work in [45], where the authors
use Alloy to specify metamodel refactorings and bad smell
finders so that the metamodel quality can be automatically
improved. Reuse is supported since the Alloy specifications
are shared through a public GitHub repository.

The work in [39] uses an operation-based approach to
represent refactorings via visual graph transformation rules.
Also, in this case, since rules can be shared with other users,
the need for a shared catalog of refactorings is highlighted.

Rose et al. [40] used an implicit representation for meta-
model changes to support corresponding model adaptations.
However, reuse is unsupported since refactoring operations
are not directly explorable by users and are embedded in a
hash differencing algorithm.

A dedicated metamodel for representing metamodel
changes as state-based is proposed in [41]. The approach is
used to co-evolve code generators w.r.t. metamodel changes.

In [42], a state-based approach is proposed for repre-
senting metamodel changes through templates tackling the
evolution of defined constraints.

Visual examples representing metamodel evolutions and
adaptations in a multi-level modeling setting [46] are
reported in [43]. Reuse is missing because the multi-level
modeling setting still does not have mature tools for imple-
menting the proposed approach.

In [44], the authors define metamodel changes by means
of pseudo-code examples for refactoring metamodels. Reuse
is not supported since the approach is not implemented.

By analyzing the papers previously discussed, we iden-
tified the following requirements, which should be satisfied
when building and managing a catalog of metamodel refac-
torings.
R1. Defined by a domain-specific language The first iden-
tified requirement is that a dedicated language is needed to
define refactoring operations that can be shared and reused
by the community. This is a fundamental requirement since
refactoring operators may be atomic or complex ones. Com-
plex refactorings can be defined in terms of other atomic
operations to reuse them or to give more intentional defini-

tions. Moreover, using a dedicated language delivers several
advantages, including executability and the fact that domain-
specific languages (DSLs) are natural enablers for reuse [47].
Moreover, using DSLs reduces the need for learning some of
the specializedmetalanguages, e.g., Alloy used in [45], and it
results in being more intuitive for domain experts. Refactor-
ing operations should be defined so that they are reusable in
the same refactoring program or by sharing the definition
with other users. However, re-defining the same refactor-
ing operation multiple times can affect the quality of the
refactoring process and is also time-consuming. Moreover,
if we imagine the process as a transformational approach of
the input metamodel, not defining reusable operations would
mean re-compile the same procedure multiple times, affect-
ing the performance of the entire transformation.
R2. Supporting qualitative process From the previous
requirement, a defined operation should assure a qualita-
tive result, as confirmed by the analyzed works with having
the intent of improving the quality of metamodels. For this
reason, a quality-driven process for the definition is needed
to assure that the defined refactorings produce improved or
same-quality metamodels, but not worse. A refactoring oper-
ation should be available for testing the effect on a set of
metamodels before confirming the definition or sharing it
with other users. A wrongly defined refactoring could create
a ripple effect on the quality of a metamodel. Indeed, not
always a refactoring produces good quality results [48,49].
Therefore, the definition of the catalog should be supported
by continuously testing the defined operators.
R3.Mitigating the generation of corrupted modelsWhen
refactorings are defined and applied, the subject metamodel
can be inconsistent. Indeed, if the refactoring acts on the
metamodel with wrongly described operations, the result can
be a corrupted model. Existing works deal with erroneous
metamodelwith an activitywhich is calledmodel repair [50],
which of course should be avoided in advance.
R4.Open to contribution Collecting refactoring operations
in a repository should be open to external contributions, refin-
ing, or even building on existing refactorings. For instance,
an extract metaclass refactoring can be reused to define an
extract superclass. This requirement also contributes to the
execution performance previously defined.
R5. Executable A defined refactoring operation should be
executable. Thus, a refactoring operator should define the
executable semantic [9] of the refactoring definition.
R6.Available in open repositories Standardization is a goal
that should be targeted in this domain. For this reason, a
repository of refactoring definitions for metamodels may be
beneficial. To the best of our knowledge, only [28] defined a
complete catalog of 60 operators, but they are only textually
defined without the availability of a corresponding execution
engine.
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Table 2 Ingredients of the
proposed approach
implementing the identified
requirements

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6

Edelta DSL (Sect. 3.1) • •
Intepreter, Compiler, and IDE (Sect. 3.2) • • •
Runtime Library (Sect. 3.3) • •
Refactoring Catalog (Sect. 4) • •
Automated tests (Sect. 5 ) • • •

3 Our recipe for building ametamodel
refactorings catalog

In this section, we present a technical solution satisfying the
requirements in Sect. 2. In particular, as shown in Table 2,
we propose a metamodel refactoring framework consisting
of a DSL for defining refactorings and implementing refac-
toring programs (see Sects. 3.1–3.3). By using the proposed
framework, we built a catalog of refactorings made available
to the community with a dedicated refactoring library that
modelers can import and reuse in their programs (Sect. 4).
We also propose a collaborative process to contribute to the
catalog and test the defined operators (Sect. 5).

3.1 Edelta: a framework for metamodel refactoring

This section describes the Edelta framework for specify-
ing and applying metamodel refactorings. Edelta was first
presented in [21], and an updated version was subsequently
presented in [51]. In the following, we describe inmore detail
the main features of Edelta that contribute to the implemen-
tation of the requirements listed in Sect. 2. Interested readers
can refer to [51] for a detailed description of all the Edelta
features.

Edelta can be installed directly using the Eclipse update
site or downloading a complete Eclipse distribution with
Edelta installed.Moreover, aMaven plugin to compile Edelta
programs in a headless way is available, e.g., in a Continuous
Integration server.1

The overall implementation of Edelta consists of two col-
laborating parts: (i) a Java runtime library, which implements
the basic operations formanipulatingmetamodels, expressed
as Ecore models (Sect. 3.3); (ii) a DSL that is compiled into
Java code that uses the Edelta runtime library, executing the
refactoring program. The Edelta DSL focuses on many static
checks to catch most problems during the compilation of the
program. The generated Java code, when executed, does not
create an invalidmetamodel. TheEdeltaDSLhas been imple-
mented with Xtext [52], the most popular Eclipse framework
for the development of programming languages and DSLs.
The Edelta framework offers a live view on the evolution of
the metamodel while the user is writing an Edelta program in

1 The Edelta open-source project is available at https://github.com/
LorenzoBettini/edelta.

the Eclipse Edelta editor (Sect. 3.2). From now on, we refer
to the Edelta DSL simply by Edelta unless we want to stress
a particular aspect of the overall Edelta implementation.

Given an Edelta program, the Edelta compiler generates a
Java file, which relies on the Edelta Java runtime library (see
Sect. 3.3). Note that the generated Java code has no further
dependency on the Edelta compiler or the Xtext framework
itself: it depends only on the Edelta runtime library, which
weights only a fewmegabytes. This means that the generated
Java code that executes the actual evolution of Ecore files can
be executed independently from Eclipse and the whole Xtext
infrastructure.

In Edelta programs, the manipulated Ecore file, i.e., the
subject metamodel, must be explicitly specified by the name,
using the instructionmetamodel “...”. These include both the
EPackages under modifications and the EPackages referred
to in the program. Content assist is provided by the Edelta
editor both for Java-like imports and for importing the Ecore
files that are available in the current project’s classpath.

An Edelta program can then contain definitions of
“reusable operations,” meant to specify common general
refactorings, which can be reused both by the same program
and by other Edelta programs with the clause use …as ….
A reusable operation is defined in Edelta with the following
syntax:

1def <name>(<... parameters . . . >) : <returntype> {
2 <body>
3}

Parameter declarations have the same syntax as in Java.
The return type can be omitted and will be inferred by the
compiler (making the return type explicit can help document-
ing the operation).

Moreover, an Edelta program can contain modification
operations for specific metamodels, which are not meant to
be reused outside that Edelta program. A modification oper-
ation for an imported EPackage is defined with the following
syntax:

1modifyEcore <name> epackage <EPackage name> {
2 <body>
3}

Here, <name> is a unique name to identify this modification
operation and<EPackagename> is the nameof an EPackage
that must be present in one of the imported metamodels (see
the instruction metamodel “...” described above).
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Edelta uses Xbase [53] to provide a rich Java-like syntax
for its expressions. Indeed, the<body>part consists ofXbase
expressions. In order to make code snippets presented in the
paper comprehensible, in the next section we describe the
main features of Xbase that are used by Edelta. For further
details, we refer to [21].

Xbase is an extensible and reusable expression language
that is completely interoperable with Java and its type sys-
tem. Xbase is meant to be embedded in an Xtext DSL for
implementing expressions (syntax, semantics and code gen-
eration into Java). The syntax of Xbase is Java-like; thus, it
should be easily understood by Java programmers. However,
Xbase aims at avoiding much of the “syntactic noise” ver-
bosity that is typical of Java, so that it can be easily used by
modelers.2

The complete interoperability with Java implies that
Edelta seamlessly reuses the Java type system, including
generics. All existing Java types can be referred and used
from within an Xbase expression, that is, all existing Java
libraries can be seamlessly reused in Edelta. From a typing
point of view, Xbase expressions have the short and readable
shape that might be typical of a dynamically (i.e., untyped)
language, while retaining all the benefits of a statically typed
language. Types can be omitted in many places, but of course
the compiler will statically check that expressions are well-
typed.

Variable declarations in Xbase start with val or var, for
final and non-final variables, respectively. The special syn-
tax for collections, #[e1, …, en], allows the programmer to
easily specify a list with initial contents. Moreover, Xbase
provides syntactic sugar for getters and setters: instead of
writing o.getName(), one can simply write o.name; sim-
ilarly, instead of writing o.setName(“...”), one can write
o.name = “...”.

Another useful feature is extension methods, which are a
syntactic sugar mechanism to simulate adding new methods
to existing types without modifying them. Instead of passing
the first argument inside the parentheses of a method invo-
cation, the method can be called with the first argument as
its receiver, as if the method was one of the argument type’s
members. For example, if m(Entity) is an extension method,
and e is of type Entity, you can write e.m() instead of m(e),
as if m was a method defined in Entity.

In Xbase, lambda expressions have the shape: [ param1,
param2, ... | body ]. The types of parameters can be omitted
if they can be inferred from the context. When a lambda is
the last argument of a method call, it can be moved out of

2 For example, terminating semicolons are optional, the parenthesis can
be omitted in a method call expression if the method has no parame-
ter, and the return keyword is also optional in the body of an Edelta
operation: the last expression will be returned.

the parenthesis: instead of writing m(..., [...]), one can write
m(...)[...].

Besides this, Xbase has another additional special vari-
able, it. Similarly to this, it can be omitted as object receiver
of method calls and member access expressions. However,
the programmer is allowed to declare any variable or method
parameter with the name it so that one can define a custom
implicit object receiver in any scope of the program. Further-
more, when a lambda is expected to have a single parameter,
the parameter can be omitted and it will be automatically
available with the name it.

The Xbase syntax is extended in Edelta with a special
syntax for accessing Ecore elements in a statically typedway,
using ecoreref(…). In fact, Edelta programs refer directly to
Ecore model classes, thus you do not need to access the Java
code generated from an Ecore model. References to Ecore
elements, such as packages, classes, data types, features and
enumerations, can be specified by their fully qualified name
in Edelta using the standard dot notation, or by their simple
name if there are no ambiguities (possible ambiguities are
checked by the compiler).

The Edelta editor (Sect. 3.2) provides typical Eclipse tool-
ing mechanisms, including content assist and navigation to
definitions. This is implemented both for Java types and for
Ecore model elements. Navigating to Ecore model elements
automatically opens the standard EMF Ecore tree editor.

All these features of the Edelta DSL support the require-
ments R1 and R3 discussed in the previous section.

3.2 The Edelta compiler, interpreter and IDE

In this section, we describe the main features of the Edelta
compiler and its interactionwith the Edelta interpreter, which
provides a live and up-to-date view of the metamodels being
modified in each specific part of the program. These char-
acteristics implement what we have indicated in R3 and R5.
Moreover, we briefly present the main features of the Edelta
Eclipse integration.

One of themain distinguishing features of the Edelta com-
piler is that it automatically keeps track of the metamodels
modified by the program according to the operations that are
specified in themodifyEcore operations of the program. This
makes Edelta an operation-based approach. The Edelta com-
piler interprets on-the-fly such operations during parsing and
validation, including possible executions of Edelta reusable
operations and calls to external Java code (via reflection,
i.e., also in binary format). All the evolution operations are
applied to an in-memory copy of the Ecore models imported
into the program during the interpretation. This way, while
the developer is writing an Edelta program in the Eclipse
Edelta editor, the new and modified elements are immedi-
ately available: they can be referred using ecoreref, and they
are used for static type checking. This is what we call Live
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Evolution. This particularly supports R2 since modelers do
not need to wait to execute an Edelta program to see the
effect, guiding and supporting a qualitative refactoring pro-
cess. The semantics of the interpretation is the same as the
semantics of the Java code generated by the Edelta compiler.
Thus, if the Edelta compiler raises no validation errors by
relying on the interpretation, then the Ecore models, after
the modifications performed by the generated code, will still
be valid Ecore models. This assures what we have identified
in R3, i.e., metamodels manipulated with Edelta do not need
a model repair process after the execution. For example, let
us consider the following snippet of Edelta code:

1modifyEcore . . . {
2 addNewEClass("ANewClass")
3 / / correctly resolved and type-checked
4 ecoreref (ANewClass) . abstract = true
5}

Since the compiler interprets the operations during val-
idation and type checking, it can correctly resolve the
ecoreref references, and it is also able to correctly verify
that the last expression is correct, since it knows that ecor-
eref(ANewClass) is an EClass.3

The on-the-fly interpretation is applied sequentially to all
expressions of the modifyEcore operations. This way, the
Edelta compiler can keep track of the current state of the
Ecore models being modified in each specific context of
the program. The compiler can then detect possible errors
due to references to stale elements in a particular part of
the program. The compiler can issue meaningful error mes-
sages (instead of generic “unresolved reference” errors). The
Edelta IDE provides helpful quick fixes for such error situa-
tions (e.g., it can propose using the new name of a previously
renamed element).

In the context of an IDE, for most of the time, while
the programmer is writing code in the editor, the program
is invalid. An editor in an IDE continuously validates the
program, and it must deal with error recovery: a validation
error in a part of the program must not lead to many cascad-
ing errors in the rest of the program. In our context, we also
have to keep error recovery into consideration when inter-
preting the program on the fly. If the interpreter evaluates an
expression that contains an error, an exception will be thrown
during such an evaluation. The Edelta interpreter takes care
of handling such exceptions gracefully and tries to interpret
as much as possible. Thus, expressions that change the Ecore
under evolution will also be executed in the presence of pro-
gram errors, and references to new or modified elements in
the rest of the program will be resolved.

The Edelta editor provides typical Eclipse IDE features,
like content assist, navigation to definitions, and quick fixes.

3 This interpretation mechanism also works when using standard Java
EMF API, e.g., by creating the EClass using the EcoreFactory.

These mechanisms are available both for Java types and for
Ecore model elements. Because of the continuous interpreta-
tion, the content assist considers elements added or renamed
in the program in a specific context. This way, it will propose
only Ecore elements valid in a particular context of the pro-
gram. Thus, the programmer does not risk introducing errors
(e.g., access to renamed or removed elements) by respecting
the operational safety in R3. R3 is also supported in case
of parallel evolution of inter-dependent metamodels. This
feature of Edelta is described in [54], where a consistency
checking mechanism and an automatic code generation fully
supports operational safety.

Keeping the in-memory Ecore model continuously
updated by interpreting the specified evolving operations
allows us to provide the developer with a quick view of the
modified Ecore model in the Outline view. New elements
created in the program or modified appear in the Outline
view. Clicking on such an element in the Outline view tree
highlights the expression responsible for the creation ormod-
ification of that element in the editor. As we will show in the
next section, the Outline view of the Eclipse IDE shows the
preview of the evolved metamodels, with touched elements
in boldface.

Finally, thanks to Xbase, Edelta programs can be directly
debugged while running the generated Java code in the
Eclipse debugger: all the standard Eclipse debugging fea-
tures, e.g., the views “Variables”, “Breakpoints” and “Expres-
sions” are available directly on the Edelta source code.
While debugging the generated Java code is still possible,
we believe that debugging the original Edelta source code is
crucial for enhancing productivity.

3.3 Runtime library

The Edelta runtime library provides a set of Java APIs that
implement the main basic refactoring operations that are
applied on an Ecore model loaded in memory and also take
care of saving the changed Ecore models into new files
(Sec. 3.3.1). Besides the advantages of the presented Edelta
infrastructure, another distinguishing feature is its dynamic
extensibility concerning constraint validation as presented in
Sec. 3.3.2.

3.3.1 Basic evolution operations

Edelta’s APIs leverage the standard EMF runtime APIs but
aim at improving them under many respects.

First of all, our APIs for creating Ecore elements are
based on required features for such elements, so that one
does not risk to create Ecore elements that would make the
Ecoremodel invalid, i.e., respectingR3. For example, an EAt-
tribute requires its feature eType to be set to an EDataType
(though the type of the corresponding Java field, inherited
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from ETypedElement, is of supertype EClassifier). By using
the standard EMF API, it is easy to create an invalid model
by forgetting to call setEType or by passing an EClassifier
that is not an EDataType:

1EClass myClass = . . . ;
2 EAttribute a = EcoreFactory .eINSTANCE. createEAttribute () ;
3 a .setName("myAttr") ;
4 a .setEType(myClass) ; / / valid Java code but invalid Ecore

↪→ model!

Note that in the code above we also have to remember to
add the created attribute to the container (the EClass). For-
getting to do that when creating Ecore complex models with
references can easily lead to a model that cannot be saved
due to some dangling references.

A few methods of the Edelta runtime library are shown,
in a simplified form, in Listing 1.

1 public EAttribute addNewEAttribute(EClass eClass , String
↪→ name,

2 EDataType dataType , Consumer<EAttribute>
↪→ in i t ia l izer ) {

3 EAttribute a t t r = EcoreFactory .eINSTANCE.
↪→ createEAttribute () ;

4 a t t r .setName(name) ;
5 a t t r . setEType(dataType) ;
6 addEAttribute(eClass , e) ;
7 in i t ia l izer . accept( a t t r ) ;
8 return at t r ;
9}

10
11 public EAttribute addNewEAttributeAsSibling(

↪→ EStructuralFeature sibling ,
12 String name, EDataType dataType , Consumer<

↪→ EAttribute> in i t ia l izer ) {
13 return addNewEAttribute( sibling . getEContainingClass () ,
14 name, dataType , in i t ia l izer ) ;
15}
16
17 public void addEAttribute(EClass eClass , EAttribute

↪→ eAttribute ) {
18 addEStructuralFeature(eClass , eAttribute ) ;
19}
20
21 public void addEStructuralFeature(EClass cl ,

↪→ EStructuralFeature feature ) {
22 List<EStructuralFeature> features = cl .

↪→ getEStructuralFeatures () ;
23 EStructuralFeature existing = cl . getEStructuralFeature

↪→ ( feature .getName() ) ;
24 checkAlreadyExistingWithTheSameName(cl , feature ,

↪→ existing ) ;
25 features .add( feature ) ;
26}

Listing 1 Some methods in the Edelta runtime library.

Thus, we provide a method for creating a new EAt-
tribute and adding it into an EClass (which can be specified
directly or taken from an existing sibling feature), adding
a given EAttribute into an EClass, and, in general, adding
a given EStructuralFeature into an EClass. These meth-
ods rely on each other, and, most of all, they both rely on

checkAlreadyExistingWithTheSameName, shown in List-
ing 2. That method makes sure that the addition does not
make the model invalid. In these simple addition operations,
such a validation step just checks possible existing elements
with the same name in the given container. This relies on the
constraint validation mechanism described in Sect. 3.3.2. In
particular, we throw an IllegalArgumentException so that
the interpreter stops the execution of the single expression
that led to the exception: as described in Sect. 3.2, the inter-
preter will keep on interpreting and validating the rest of the
program, thanks to its error recovery mechanisms.

1 private < C extends ENamedElement, E extends ENamedElement
↪→ > void

2 checkAlreadyExistingWithTheSameName(C container , E
↪→ toAdd, E existing ) {

3 i f ( existing != null ) {
4 String errorMessage = getEObjectRepr(container ) +
5 " already contains " +
6 existing . eClass () .getName() + " " +
7 getEObjectRepr( existing ) ;
8 showError(toAdd, errorMessage) ;
9 throw new IllegalArgumentException(errorMessage) ;
10 }
11}

Listing 2 The method for ruling out duplicates.

All the methods that add an element to a container have
a similar implementation, ensuring that a valid metamodel
stays valid after the evolution. The Edelta runtime consists
of several methods of the above shape, including over-
loaded versions (for example, when the initializer is not
needed). Similarly, we have methods for adding a super-
class (addESuperType) and for removing elements from a
container (removeEClass, removeEAttribute, etc.). These
checks will be seamlessly reused when we write more com-
plex refactorings.

Most methods for adding and creating elements in our
Edelta runtime Java library have this shape, returning the
element that has been created and added to a container. This
allows the client code to use method chaining for easily cre-
ating complex models. Moreover, a lambda can be passed
as the last argument to further initialize the created element
(the parameter initializer of type Consumer). Note that such
a lambda is executed only after the element has been added
to the container. This also makes sure that the model has no
dangling references (see, instead, the Java code above using
directly the EMF API).

We also provide the operation removeElement for remov-
ing types and features. Again, such operations make sure
that after the modification the Ecore model is still valid. This
requires removing also possible references to the removed
element. This is particularly close towhat integrity constraint
checks apply in the context of database [55]. For example, the
result of the removal listed in Listing 3 applied to the meta-
model in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2. Note that besides removing
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Fig. 1 Base metamodel

the specified element MyClass, this refactoring also removes
the relations involving the removed class, like the inheritance
relation of MyDerivedClass, and the referencemyReference
of type MyClass.

1removeElement(ecoreref (myecore.MyClass) )
2 / / or using extension methods
3ecoreref (myecore.MyClass) .removeElement

Listing 3 Edelta example of removing a class.

On top of the basic operations like the ones shown above,
we also provide composed operations for recurring tasks, like
adding a reference (or attribute) that is required or making a
reference a containment bidirectional reference. These def-
initions are straightforward in the Edelta DSL, as shown in
Listing 4 where we omit other utility operations. This way,
defining a complex refactorings like the ones shown in the
next sections is much easier and the complex refactoring
operations will also be much more readable.

1def addMandatoryReference(EClass eClass , String
↪→ referenceName, EClass type) {

2 return eClass .addNewEReference(referenceName, type) [
3 makeSingleRequired
4 ]
5}
6def makeContainmentBidirectional(EReference reference) {
7 reference .makeContainment
8 val owner = reference .EContainingClass
9 val referredType = reference .EReferenceType

10 referredType .addMandatoryReference(owner.
↪→ fromTypeToFeatureName, owner) => [

11 makeBidirectional( reference)
12 ]
13}

Listing 4 Edelta utility functions

Although these operations are compositions of basic oper-
ations, we still consider them as basic refactoring operations
andwe include them in the standard runtime library of Edelta.
We believe that providing these functions with meaningful
names, even if some cases they consist of a single instruction,

Fig. 2 After removal

will make writing more complex evolution functions much
easier and will make such functions very readable and easily
maintainable. We also think that this approach makes imple-
menting refactoring operators much less error prone than to
deal with standard EMF API directly.

The Edelta Java API can be used directly in Java for creat-
ing andmodifying Ecore models, using method chaining and
lambdas for initializing elements, relying on the method sig-
natures that force the client to specify all required features.
For example, we can create an EClass with an EAttribute of
type EString, with an explicit lower-bound, like this, assum-
ing ePackage is an EPackage:

1addNewEClass(ePackage, "MyClass" ,
2 c -> addNewEAttribute(c , "myAttr" , EcorePackage.

↪→ eINSTANCE. getEString () ,
3 a -> a .setLowerBound(2)
4 )
5 ) ;

However, using the Edelta DSL, the same operations can
be expressed more easily and in a more readable way as
follows:

1ePackage.addNewEClass("MyClass") [
2 addNewEAttribute("myAttr" , ecoreref (EString) ) [
3 lowerBound = 2
4 ]
5 ]

In the above code, we show many linguistic mechanisms
of the Edelta DSL, namely, extension methods, less verbose
lambda syntax, implicit lambda parameter (it) and syntactic
sugar for setter methods, not to mention the special syntax
ecoreref to refer an Ecore element.

The runtime library that we have just described is auto-
matically available in any Edelta programs. Thus, no further
specific configuration is required: the API that we have illus-
trated can be seamlessly used both in reusable operations and
in modifyEcore operations.

3.3.2 Constraint validation

Edelta users can participate in the validation phase of the
compiler and interpreter without having to customize the
Edelta implementation itself. The standard Edelta runtime
library provides two methods, showError and showWarn-
ing, which the Edelta users can call in their own Edelta code
to “show” errors and warnings, respectively, also specifying
the cause of the issue (typically an Ecore model element).
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Table 3 The complete refactoring catalog

ID Refactoring Op

R1 Add package R2

R2 Remove Package R1

R3 Create Metaclass R4

R4 Remove Metaclass R3

R5 Add Attribute R7

R6 Add Reference R8

R7 Remove Attribute R5

R8 Remove Reference R6

R9 Set Reference opposite R10

R10 Unset Reference opposite R9

R11 Add Datatype R12

R12 Remove DataType R11

R13 Create Enum R14

R14 Remove Enum R13

R15 Add Literal R16

R16 Remove Literal R15

R17 Merge Literals R18

R18 Split literal R17

R19 Rename Package

R20 Rename Metaclass

R21 Rename feature

R22 Change Package

R23 Make MC Abstract R24

R24 Make MC concrete R23

R25 Add superclass R26

R26 Remove superclass R25

R27 Make ref composition R28

R28 Make ref aggregation R27

R29 Generalize attribute R30

R30 Specialize attribute R29

R31 Generalize Reference R32

R32 Specialize Reference R31

R33 Generalize Supertype R34

R34 Specialize Supertype R33

R35 Pull Up Attribute R36

R36 Push Down Attribute R35

R37 Pull Up Reference R38

R38 Push Down Reference R37

R39 Extract Superclass R40

R40 Inline superclass R39

R41 Fold superclass R42

R42 Unfold superclass R41

R43 Extract Subclass R44

R44 Inline Subclass R43

R45 Extract Metaclass R46

R46 Inline Metaclass R45

R47 Fold Metaclass R48

Table 3 continued

ID Refactoring Op

R48 Unfold Metaclass R47

R49 Move feature over ref R50

R50 Collect features over ref R49

R51 Subclasses to Enum R52

R52 Enum to Subclasses R51

R53 Merge attrs R54

R54 Split attr R53

R55 Merge refs R56

R56 Split ref R55

R57 Merge metaclasses R58

R58 Split metaclass R57

R59 merge enumerations R60

R60 split enum R59

The standard Edelta interpreter catches such method calls
and uses the arguments of such method calls to create errors
and warnings, respectively, on the program.

Thus, this mechanism allows the programmer to extend
the validation aspect of Edelta on the fly, turning the Edelta
IDE into a live development environment. Indeed, the user
can easily experiment with such validation mechanisms even
without saving the file. Besides letting the users extend
the Edelta validations, the mechanism described above also
allows us to easily extend Edelta without hardcoding checks
in the compiler.

For example, in [22] we presented our Edelta reusable
library ofmetamodel bad smell finders and the corresponding
refactorings. The bad smell finders have beenmodified so that
they use showWarning when they spot a bad smell.4 Thus,
the users can call our bad smell finders from within their
Edelta programs and can see live whether their metamodels
under modifications have some bad smells. Moreover, they
can make sure that, while they evolve their models in the
current program, they do not introduce other bad smells. This
particularly supports R2.

4 Ametamodel refactoring catalog

Starting from the basic refactorings, we built more complex
refactorings. In the following, we report some of the most
used refactorings in the literature, with exemplary Edelta
code and the initial and resulting metamodels. We refer to
the Edelta source code5 for the complete catalog and sum-
marized in Table 3.

4 We prefer to only show a warning instead of an error in case of a
bad smell. Indeed, the Edelta compiler does not generate Java code if a
program has an error. On the contrary, it still generates code in case of
warnings.
5 https://github.com/LorenzoBettini/edelta.
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Fig. 3 Base metamodel

4.1 Extract class

This refactoring is applied when a class becomes overweight
with too many features and its purpose becomes unclear.
Extract Class involves creating a new class and moving a
given collection of features from the old one to the new
one. Being this a complex refactoring, it uses other basic
operations, e.g., move attribute/reference, add class. In the
containing class, a containment required bidirectional refer-
ence to the extracted class will be created (its name will be
the name of the extracted class with the first letter lowercase),
as seen in [28]. This containment reference will make sure
that the new introduced class will be contained in the Ecore
resource. The definition in Edelta is shown in Listing 5. Note
how we use some utility functions as the ones shown in List-
ing 4, Sect. 3.3.1. Again, we use extension methods a lot in
the definition.

1def extractClass (String name, Collection<
↪→ EStructuralFeature> features ) {

2 checkNoBidirectionalReferences( features ,
3 "Cannot extract bidirectional references")
4 val owner = findSingleOwner( features )
5 val extracted = owner.addNewEClassAsSibling(name)
6 val reference = owner.addMandatoryReference(name.

↪→ toFirstLower , extracted )=>[
7 makeContainmentBidirectional
8 ]
9 features .moveAllTo(extracted )

10 return reference
11}

Listing 5 Edelta definition of Extract Class

The functions we implement in Edelta typically return
information about the change that took place. In the case of
extractClass, we return the (containment bidirectional) refer-
ence to the class that has been created (the variable extracted
in the listing). This returned reference can be used both to
access the containing class that has been modified (since its
features have been extracted) and the newly created class.

This example of complex refactoring also highlights
another important aspect: some refactorings can be safely
applied only if some specific conditions hold. For exam-
ple, in the above extractClass we must make sure that the
features that need to be extracted do not contain any bidirec-
tional reference. In the presence of a bidirectional reference,
this refactoring would result in an invalid metamodel. In the
presence of a bidirectional reference, the called checkNo-

BidirectionalReferences (not shown here) will raise an error
and will terminate the function without touching the meta-
model.

Moreover, we avoid requiring redundant information that
can be easily computed fromwithin the definition. For exam-
ple, in extractClass we only require the name for the new
class and the collection of features to extract. We assume
that the features all belong to the same class, and we retrieve
such a class with our utility function findSingleOwner. Once
again, if we cannot find such a unique owner we terminate
the function with a meaningful error. Both checks rely on the
mechanism described in Sect. 3.3.2.

In Listing 6, we show an example of invocation of the
above refactoring. We use the metamodel in Fig. 3, and the
resulting metamodel is shown in Fig. 4. The invocation of
extractClass will return the EReference workAddress.

1 extractClass ("WorkAddress" , #[
2 ecoreref (Person . street ) ,
3 ecoreref (Person .workplace) ,
4 ecoreref (Person .houseNumber)
5 ])

Listing 6 Edelta example of use of Extract Class

4.2 Extract superclass

When two or more classes are meant for similar tasks, we
have a kind of concept duplication. A refactoring for simpli-
fying such situations via inheritance introduction is Extract
Superclass. Indeed, often this duplication remains unnoticed
until classes are created, thus requiring an inheritance relation
to be introduced later [56,57]. The definition of this refactor-
ing in Edelta is shown in Listing 7.

1def extractSuperclass (String name, List<EStructuralFeature
↪→ > duplicates ) {

2 val feature = duplicates .head;
3
4 return feature .EContainingClass .addNewEClassAsSibling(

↪→ name) [
5 makeAbstract
6 duplicates
7 .map[EContainingClass]
8 . forEach[c | c .addESuperType( i t ) ]
9 pullUpFeatures(duplicates )
10 ]
11}

Listing 7 Edelta example of Extract Superclass
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Fig. 4 After extract class

Fig. 5 Base metamodel

Fig. 6 After extract superclass

Note that the introduced superclass is made abstract.
Apparently, no check is performed on the features to extract:
are they all the same feature? That is, do they have the same
name, type and other equal characteristics (e.g., required,
multiplicity, etc.)? Actually, this is all delegated to another
refactoring described in the next section. This also shows that
some complex refactorings can be, in turn, defined in terms
of other complex refactorings.

4.3 Pull up

With Pull Up, we remove a list of features that are duplicate
in their classes and we “pull them up” into a superclass. The
definition of such a refactoring in Edelta is shown in Listing8.
This operation is void since there’s no need to return anything
to the caller.

1def pullUpFeatures(EClass dest , List<EStructuralFeature>
↪→ duplicates ) : void {

2 checkNoDifferences(
3 duplicates ,
4 new EdeltaFeatureDifferenceFinder () .

↪→ ignoringContainingClass ,
5 "The two features are not equal"
6 )
7 checkAllDirectSubclasses(dest , duplicates .map[

↪→ EContainingClass])
8 duplicates .head.copyTo(dest )
9 removeAllElements(duplicates )
10}

Listing 8 Edelta example of Pull Up

Note that, as usual, we perform a few checks. In particu-
lar, as anticipated in the previous refactoring, we must make
sure that all the passed features are equal, of course, not con-
sidering their containing class that will be different (this is
implemented by using our EdeltaFeatureDifferenceFinder
and its fluent API). Moreover, we also make sure that the
containing classes of such features are all direct subclasses
of the destination class. Finally, it is easy to verify that the
definition of extractSuperclass in Listing 9 respects the con-
straints of pullUpFeatures of Listing 8.

In Listing 9, we show an example of invocation of the
above refactorings. We use the metamodel in Fig. 5, and
the resulting metamodel is shown in Fig. 6. We first extract
a superclass, Person, with the features names, and then,
we also pull-up the other two common features ages. Note
that thanks to our Edelta on-the-fly interpretation during the
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Fig. 7 An invalid double
application of
extractSuperclass

compilation (Sect. 3.2), after the execution of extractSuper-
class, the newly introduced superclass Person can be directly
referred with ecoreref in the rest of the program.

1 extractSuperclass ("Person" ,
2 #[ecoreref (Student .name) , ecoreref (Teacher .name) ])
3 pullUpFeatures(ecoreref (Person) ,
4 #[ecoreref (Student .age) , ecoreref (Teacher .age) ])

Listing 9 Edelta example of use of Extract Superclass

If we performed the same refactoring extractSuperclass
twice, we would get an error from the Edelta compiler,
since the second application would try to add a new class
in the package with the same name of an existing one, “Per-
son.” This can be seen in Fig. 7 where we simulated this
situation. The error is raised when extractSuperclass (List-
ing 7) calls addNewEClass of our standard Edelta library of
basic refactorings (Sect. 3.3.1). The method addNewEClass
(which has a shape similar to addNewEAttribute shown
in Listing 1) uses the method shown in Listing 2, mak-
ing sure that classes in the same package have different
names. That method, in turns, relies on the constraint val-
idation mechanism described in Sect. 3.3.2 and the Edelta
IDE (Sect. 3.2) automatically notifies the developer with
error markers. Thus, when writing complex refactorings as
extractSuperclass we can simply rely on the existing basic
refactorings to take care of not making an existing valid
metamodel invalid, and we only have to focus on writing
additional constraint checks that are specific of the new refac-
toring we are implementing.

Figure 7 shows another interesting feature of the Edelta
compiler: its interpreter can still apply valid operations to
the in-memory model. This is based on the error recovery
mechanism described in Sect. 3.2. The Outline View shows
that the first valid call to extractSuperclass has been suc-
cessfully applied, in spite of the whole program not being
valid. In boldface, we can see the new introduced base class

Person with the extracted feature name and the introduced
“extends” relation in Student and Teacher (also in this case,
the boldface highlights a modification in the model). In fact,
our compiler is able to recover from possible errors raised
during the interpretation, so that the modeller can still have a
view of the current state of the model after valid operations
have been applied.

4.4 Opposite refactorings

In Table 3, we also reported the opposite refactorings when
applicable. In this section, we will show an example of oppo-
site refactoring. The refactoring Inline Class is the opposite
of Extract Class whose implementation in Edelta, extract-
Class, was showed in Listing 5.We show the implementation
of Inline Class in Edelta, inlineClass in Listing 10.

1def inlineClass (EClass cl ) {
2 val ref = findSingleContainmentReferenceToThisClass( cl

↪→ )
3 checkNotMany( ref ,
4 "Cannot inline in a ’many’ reference")
5 val featuresToInline = cl . EStructuralFeatures
6 . f i l t e r [ i t != ref .EOpposite] / / skip the possible

↪→ back reference
7 featuresToInline .moveAllTo( ref .EContainingClass)
8 removeElement( cl )
9 return featuresToInline
10}

Listing 10 Edelta definition of Inline Class

Indeed, this definition basically performs the opposite
operations of the ones shown in Listing 5. In particular,
it searches for one (and only one) containment reference
to the class that has to be inlined (of course, it terminates
with an error if such a search fails). In fact, the containment
reference will be used to inline the features of the passed
class into the owner class of such a containment reference,
ref.EContainingClass. (The extractClass of inListing 5 intro-
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Fig. 8 Extract class

Fig. 9 Inline class after extract
class

duced such a containment reference.) The move will concern
all the features except for the possible opposite reference of
such a containment reference (our extractClass introduces
a bidirectional containment reference, but the fact that it is
bidirectional is not strictly required). This containment ref-
erence (with its possible opposite reference) will also be
automatically removed when calling our removeElement
simple operation, as shown in Sect. 3.3.1.

It is straightforward to verify that if we successfully apply
extractClass to a metamodel, we can also successfully apply
inlineClass to the resulting metamodel, obtaining exactly the
same original metamodel. That is, if we execute the snippet
of Listing 11 by using the metamodel in Fig. 4, we obtain
the metamodel of Fig. 3. Of course, also the other way round
holds.

1 inlineClass (ecoreref (WorkAddress) )

Listing 11 Edelta example of use of Inline Class

In particular, we have a extensive test suite for our refac-
torings, and we also verify the above properties for the
refactorings that have an opposite (see Sect. 5). Basically we
make sure that we can always invert a refactoring through its
opposite, if it has one.

For most refactoring functions in our catalog, we provide
some variants in overloading, in order to specify additional
arguments to replace some default values. For example, we
also provide an overloaded inlineClass taking also the prefix
for the names of the features to inline.

We also use this example of opposite refactorings to
further show the Edelta Eclipse editor live capabilities
(Figs. 8, 9, 10), already mentioned in Sect. 3.2. Note that the
file is not even saved, but the interpreter used by the compiler
allows us to always show in the Outline an up-to-date state of
themetamodel being evolved. The outline also shows in bold-
face the elements that have been changed (added ormodified,
e.g., moved). The metamodel being refactored is the one of
Fig. 3. In Fig. 8, we apply extractClass (and the outline shows
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Fig. 10 Extract class after inline
class

Fig. 11 The original PersonList metamodel

the new version of the metamodel); then (Fig. 9), we apply
the opposite refactoring inlineClass, obtaining the original
metamodel of Fig. 3; finally (Fig. 10), we apply extractClass
again, going back to the metamodel shown in the Outline of
Fig. 8. Of course, the example is intentionally fictitious.

4.5 Using the catalog

The implemented operators of the proposed catalog are
reported in Table 3. This table has been derived by the refac-
torings presented in [28], and all the refactorings have been

implemented with Edelta and made available to the commu-
nity.6

Since the basic refactoring operations are part of the
Edelta runtime library, are automatically available in any
Edelta program. On the contrary, the catalog of complex
refactorings illustrated in this section is included in a sep-
arate project, called edelta.refactorings.lib. Thus, to use
the catalog in an Edelta Eclipse project, the Java bundle
edelta.refactorings.lib has to be added as a dependency in

6 Just like in [28] we are not considering elements that cannot be instan-
tiated in models: annotations, derived features and operations.
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Fig. 12 The evolved PersonList metamodel

theMANIFEST.MF.7 Then, in the Edelta file, the EdeltaRefac-
torings has to be imported (Java-like import) and “used” in
the program with the clause use…as… (Sect. 3.1).

In Listing 12, we show an example that uses the cata-
log. This program applies a few refactoring operations to the
metamodel shown in Fig. 11. The result of such operations
is shown in Fig. 12.

1 import edelta . refactorings . lib . EdeltaRefactorings
2
3package edelta . personlist .example
4
5metamodel "PersonList"
6metamodel "ecore"
7
8use EdeltaRefactorings as refactorings
9

10modifyEcore improvePerson epackage PersonList {
11 refactorings .enumToSubclasses(ecoreref (Person .gender) )
12 refactorings .mergeFeatures("name" ,

7 As said in Sect. 3.1, we also deploy Edelta projects as Maven artifacts
to the Maven Central repository; when using Edelta in a Maven project,
the edelta.refactorings.lib has to be added as a Maven dependency.

13 #[ecoreref (Person . firstname) , ecoreref (Person .
↪→ lastname) ])

14}
15
16modifyEcore introducePlace epackage PersonList {
17 refactorings . extractSuperclass ("Place" ,
18 #[ecoreref (LivingPlace . address) , ecoreref (

↪→ WorkPlace. address) ])
19}
20
21modifyEcore introduceWorkingPosition epackage PersonList {
22 refactorings . referenceToClass("WorkingPosition" ,

↪→ ecoreref (Person .works) ) => [
23 addNewEAttribute("description " , ecoreref (EString) )
24 ]
25 ecoreref (WorkPlace. persons) .name = "position"
26}
27
28modifyEcore improveList epackage PersonList {
29 refactorings .mergeFeatures("places" ,
30 ecoreref (Place) ,
31 #[ecoreref (List .wplaces) , ecoreref (List . lplaces ) ]
32 )
33}

Listing 12 Example using the catalog
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Besides extractSuperclass (Sect. 4.2), in this example we
use several other refactorings of the catalog, that are not
explained in details, but their meanings and usage should
be straightforward and should be easily understood by look-
ing at the original metamodel (Fig. 11) and the evolved one
(Fig. 12).

5 Contributing to the catalog

In this section, we show how requirements R4, and conse-
quently R6 are respected on the proposed project.

Edelta development highly relies on automated tests. We
try to use plain and fast JUnit tests as much as possible. For
example, we can test our runtime library and our catalog with
plain JUnit tests and this allows us to run the full test suite of
the runtime library and catalog, which consists of about 250
tests, in about 2 s.8

Concerning the DSL and its compiler (which also relies
on the interpreter), core aspects related to the language itself
(e.g., parsing, validation and type system and code genera-
tion) are also tested with unit tests that do not use the Eclipse
user interface. Again, this allows to have a very fast test
suite: about 400 tests run in less than 20s. Of course, aspects
related to the Eclipse IDE tooling (e.g., content assist, nav-
igation, automatic building) are also tested with integration
tests, where the core aspects are integrated with the Eclipse
environment. The integration tests, as expected, take much
longer to execute, since they start a full Eclipse environment:
about 60 integration tests take about 1min.

Moreover, we take into consideration many code quality
metrics, like code coverage (i.e., howmanyparts of theEdelta
code base are executed by tests), possible bugs, code smells
and othermetrics like code duplication.All these test oriented
developmentmechanisms are part of a continuous integration
process, relying on free cloud services. The code of Edelta is
hosted on GitHub and for each commit, an automatic build
process is started on GitHub Actions. This automated build
process compiles all the Edelta modules and runs all the tests
(unit and integration tests, including end-to-end tests against
the Eclipse distribution we make available to our users). In
particular, Edelta is built and tested in all the virtual envi-
ronments provided by GitHub Actions, that is, at the time of
writing, Linux, Windows and macOS.We also make sure we
can build it and test with Java 11 (the minimal required ver-
sion) and with Java 17 (the current LTS version). Moreover,
our build on GitHub Actions also keeps track of code cover-
age (using the cloud service Coveralls) and analyzes the code
quality metrics using SonarCloud (a cloud service based on
the well-known code quality analysis tool SonarQube).

8 These statistics are measured on typical modern computers with quad
core, 16 Gb of RAM and SSD, running Linux.

Besides possible build or test failures, these cloud services
also make the build fail in case code coverage goes beyond
100% and code quality metrics are not respected.9 Although
we are aware that such metrics are not a sufficient condition
for the correctness of Edelta, we just want to stress howmuch
we care for the quality of our software.

We rely on GitHub as the code hosting platform and as
the Continuous Integration platform also for its native mech-
anisms for contributions from other users. In particular, our
continuous integration infrastructure allows us to carefully
review possible contributions. Under that respect we aim at
providing some contribution guidelines.

If users want to contribute a new refactoring to our
Edelta refactoring library, they just have to follow the typi-
cal workflow of GitHub (and in general of every Git hosting
platforms):

• they fork our Edelta GitHub repository on their own
GitHub account;

• they add a new refactoring to our library;
• they add tests for the new refactoring;
• they create a pull request (PR)

Upon creation of the PR, our continuous integration pro-
cess automatically starts, making sure that everything still
compiles and all tests succeed. Moreover, this process also
makes sure that code coverage does not decrease. If that hap-
pens, the PR gets a negative feedback and the users are aware
that their tests do not fully cover the new proposed refactor-
ing. They are then encouraged to fix that and to update the
PR, so that the continuous integration process starts again.
Of course, we also review the PR ourselves. This allows us to
start a conversation with the contributors and propose some
possible change requests. Finally, the PR can be merged.

We now describe the procedure we follow ourselves when
introducing a new refactoring to the catalog. We suggest to
follow the same procedure for contributing new refactoring
operations.

We start by using the Eclipse editor, with an input meta-
model and use the live environment to see the modifications
on the fly (Outline view). The inputmetamodel is constructed
appropriately to be used as an input for that particular refac-
toring. The refactoring operation is written in an Edelta
program as a reusable operation and in the same program
we also write at least one modifyEcore operation acting on
the input metamodel and calling the refactoring operation
under development. As described in Sect. 3.2, the Edelta
Eclipse editor, by using the on-the-fly interpreter, allows us

9 The results of code quality analysis of Edelta on Sonar-
Cloud are available at https://sonarcloud.io/dashboard?id=io.github.
lorenzobettini.edelta%3Aedelta.parent. We note that we aim at respect-
ing all the quality gates of SonarCloud.
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to have an immediate view of the evolved metamodel by
simply looking at the Outline view (see the screenshots in
Sect. 4). This implies fast roundtrips to quickly have a pro-
totype of a refactoring. There’s no need to run the generated
Java code andmanually inspect the evolvedmetamodel, since
we can see the evolved metamodel live in the Outline view
(we do not even have to save the Edelta file, since the Out-
line is always updated continuously and theEdelta interpreter
keeps it always up-to-date, according to the operations called
in the modifyEcores).

When we have a working prototype of the refactor-
ing operation, we copy that operation to the Edelta file
of the catalog (EdeltaRefactorings.edelta in the project
edelta.refactorings.lib, see Sect. 4.5). Then, we add a few
unit tests to the test case of the catalog (stored in the tests
project edelta.refactorings.lib.tests). Themetamodel .ecore
file that we used for the prototype is stored in the tests project,
in a subdirectory of the input metamodels directory.

Weprovide a few testingAPIs andutility functions towrite
unit tests in a compact way. The main idea is that each test
specifies the Ecore file to load, it calls the refactoring func-
tion with the appropriate arguments and then verifies that the
evolved metamodel is as expected. The expected Ecore file
corresponding to the input Ecore file is stored in a subdi-
rectory of the expected metamodels directory. The evolved
metamodel files are generated each time in another tempo-
rary directory, and these metamodel files are then compared
to the corresponding ones in the expectations directory. The
first time such a test is executed it will fail because there is
no expected output file. We then manually inspect the gener-
ated output files, and if we are sure they are as we want, we
copy the generated out files in the corresponding expectations
directory.

These are a selection of unit tests of our catalog’s test suite.
In particular, these are testing inlineClass (Sect. 4.4):

1@Test
2void test_inlineClassWithAttributes () throws IOException {
3 withInputModels("inlineClassWithAttributes" , "

↪→ PersonList . ecore") ;
4 loadModelFiles () ;
5 refactorings . inlineClass (getEClass("PersonList" , "

↪→ Address") ) ;
6 refactorings . saveModifiedEcores(AbstractTest .MODIFIED)

↪→ ;
7 assertModifiedFiles () ;
8}
9

10@Test
11void test_inlineClassWithAttributesWronglyMulti () throws

↪→ IOException {
12 withInputModels("inlineClassWithAttributesWronglyMulti

↪→ " ,
13 "PersonList . ecore") ;
14 loadModelFiles () ;
15 assertThrowsIAE(() ->
16 refactorings . inlineClass (getEClass("PersonList" , "

↪→ Address") ) ) ;

17 refactorings . saveModifiedEcores(AbstractTest .MODIFIED)
↪→ ;

18 assertModifiedFilesAreSameAsOriginal () ;
19 assertThat (appender . getResult () . trim() )
20 . isEqualTo(
21 "ERROR: PersonList .Person . addresses : " +
22 "Cannot inline in a ’many’ reference : PersonList .

↪→ Person . addresses") ;
23}
24
25@Test
26void test_inlineClass_IsOppositeOf_extractClass () throws

↪→ IOException {
27 withInputModels("extractClassWithAttributes" , "

↪→ PersonList . ecore") ;
28 assertOppositeRefactorings(
29 () -> refactorings . extractClass ("Address" ,
30 asList (
31 getEAttribute ("PersonList" , "Person" , "

↪→ street ") ,
32 getEAttribute ("PersonList" , "Person" , "

↪→ houseNumber") )
33 ) ,
34 () -> refactorings . inlineClass (getEClass("

↪→ PersonList" , "Address") )
35 ) ;
36 assertLogIsEmpty() ;
37}

Thanks to our testing API for setting up and verifica-
tion, it is quite straightforward to write such tests, which are
also maintainable and readable. We use a few utility meth-
ods getEAttribute, getEClass, …, to retrieve the input Ecore
elements to pass to the refactoring function. We also use
AssertJ10 for readable and fluent assertions. In this example,
we show a test case verifying a failure for inlineClass.

It is crucial to fully cover the refactoring function body:
we test the “happy case” and the corner cases. For error situ-
ations, we have tailored metamodels recreating a context for
which the refactoring cannot be applied. Note that in such
a case, we verify the expected error message and we make
sure the refactoring does not modify the metamodel at all
(assertModifiedFilesAreSameAsOriginal).Whenwewant to
verify that no error/warning message is generated by a refac-
toring we can use the utility function assertLogIsEmpty.

In case of opposite refactorings (Sect. 4.4), we test this
property as well, as shown in the last test shown in the above
listing. Again, we provide an API to simply specify the two
refactoring invocations (in the shape of a Java lambda expres-
sion) that are expected to be one the opposite of the other.
The verification will then be carried out automatically: the
first refactoring is applied to the input metamodel, the sec-
ond refactoring is applied to the evolved metamodel and the
resulting metamodel must be exactly the same as the original
input metamodel.

10 https://github.com/assertj/assertj-core.
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6 Conclusions and future work

Metamodels are core assets constituting an ecosystem of
model-based artifacts, that constantly change and evolve over
time. Therefore, whenever a metamodel changes, all the
interrelated artifacts must be accordingly adapted in order
to remain valid. For this reason, supporting the metamodel
evolution phase is fundamental not only for this stage, but
also for enabling automation in the related activities, e.g.,
co-evolution. In this paper, we outlined the need for an exe-
cutable metamodel refactorings catalog that should be open
to contribution and maintained. We show how using the
Edelta language, we built a complete catalog of nearly 60
refactorings, shared with the community, and we hope mod-
elers can contribute by following the described process. As
a future plan, we would like to migrate the Edelta compiler
to the cloud to support the environment as a service. The
advantage of this future version is that the modeler could use
the refactoring compiler online and interact with the DSL in
a standalone or web-based tool. We also started to extend
Edelta in order to support also refactorings of metamodel
instances. In this way, Edelta could support the co-evolution
of models andmetamodels using a single framework for evo-
lution and model migration.
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